CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)

Description of Corner Monument Found:

24" cedar, N. 33° E., 1/6 lks.
30" cedar, N. 89° W., 75' lks.
30" spruce, S. 57° W., 259' lks.
4" alder, S. 17° E., 23' lks.

Description of Bearing Trees or Other Official Accessories Found:

Post is gone.
Found 48" cedar, N. 38° E., 30' ft. with original scribe.
Marked "320 THSRW BT. Old F.S. tag by M.W. 11-1-55.
Found 36" alder, S. 17° E., 15' ft. with healed witness face.

Describe Corner Location Relative to Nearby Features, Also How toReach Corner:

Put B.T. signs on witnesses & paint red on faces and around trees.
The NW B.T. is fallen.
The SW B.T. has rotted face.
Set 3 x 3 cedar post.
Corner is 12 ft. north of a creek.

REWITNESS

1 set

"x" "x" Post N.W. feet

Hat Section S. E.

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS:

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

DATE: PHOTO: TITLE

* = County corner tag affixed.